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ABSTRACT 
Let F be a field of characteristic # 2 and let q be an anisotropic quadratic form over F. The form q is 
called m-embeddable if q is similar to a subform of an anisotropic m-fold Pfister form. This property 
can be expressed in terms of Milnor K-theory. By a theorem of Elman-Lam, the form q is m- 
embeddable if and only if the kernel of the homomorphism K:(F)/2 + Ky(F(q))/2 contains a 
nontrivial symbol of degree m. Let m(q) (resp. mrrr(q): resp. m,,,,(q)) be the smallest integer m such 
that q is m-embeddable over F (resp. over an extension of F; resp. over a purely transcendental ex- 
tension of F). We study the possible values of the invariants m(q) and mr.r,(q) for forms of a given 
dimension tl. We also prove that the invariant mrr, depends only on m(q) and mvr,(q), more pre- 
cisely, mp,,(q) = min{m(q).m,,,(q) + I}. In particular, this implies that any form of dimension 
SC 2” + I is (n + 2)-embeddable over a suitable purely transcendental extension of the field F. As an _ 
application. we show that for certain ‘generic’ quadratic forms q of dimension d, each system of 
homogeneous elements which generate the kernel of the map KY(F)/2 + Kt’(F(q))/Z will ne- 
cessarily contain elements of degree d - I and of degree < log,(d ~ 1) + 2. 
Let F be a field of characteristic # 2. An n-fold Pfister form over F is a form of 
thetype (l,-al)@... @ (1. -a,), ai E F*, and we write ((~1,. . , a,)) for short. 
Let P,,F (resp. GP,,F) denote the set of all forms over F which are isometric 
(resp. similar) to n-fold Pfister forms over F, and let PF (resp. GPF) denote the 
set of all forms over F which are isometric (resp. similar) to Pfister forms over F. 
* The collaboration on this paper has been supported in part by TMR Network ERB FMRX 
CT-97-0107 ‘Algebraic K-Theory, Linear Algebraic Groups and Related Structures.’ The second 
author gratefully acknowledges the financial support by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. 
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A form cp over F is called embeddable if there exists an anisotropic rr E GPF 
such that x E cp _L T for a suitable form 7 over F, i.e., cp is a subform of 7r. We will 
also write cp c n for short. The form cp is called conservative if W(F((p)/F) # 0 
(here, F(q) denotes the function field of cp and W(F((p)/F) denotes the kernel 
of the ring homomorphism WF -+ WF((p) between the Witt rings of F and 
F(p) which is induced by scalar extension $J H Q @ F(q) = tiFcpp)), Note that if 
cp is conservative then necessarily cp is anisotropic, for if cp is isotropic, then it is 
well-known that F((p)/F is purely transcendental, and anisotropic forms stay 
anisotropic over purely transcendental extensions, hence W(F(p)/F) = 0. 
To our knowledge, it is still an open problem whether a conservative form is 
always embeddable. There are no known counterexamples. This question has 
been investigated by Gentile and Shapiro [GS] and by Fitzgerald [Fill, [Fi2]. 
Fitzgerald [Fil, Theorem 4.51 has shown that if ‘p is conservative then there 
exists a purely transcendental extension L. of F of finite transcendence degree 
such that cp~ is embeddable. It turns out that the assumption on cp being con- 
servative is not needed and that anisotropy alone suffices. We will give a quick 
and elementary proof in the first section. 
If one allows arbitrary field extensions, it was shown by the first author [Ho] 
that if dimcp < 2” + 1 then there exists a field extension K/F such that cp is 
embeddable into an (n + I)-fold Pfister form over K (if dim cp < 2” then one can 
even find a unirational K). In view of this result and the fact that embeddability 
can always be achieved over suitable purely transcendental extensions, it be- 
comes a natural problem to determine the smallest m such that there exists an 
extension L/F (resp. a purely transcendental extension L/F) over which cp is 
embeddable into an m-fold Pfister form. These smallest values m depend in 
general on the type of the field extensions we consider, so for each class of field 
extensions we can in such a way attach an invariant (the m from above) to a 
given anisotropic form. In the second section, we will obtain certain bounds for 
these invariants and we will also investigate how these invariants relate to each 
other. For forms of small dimension the possible values of these invariants will 
be determined explicitly. 
In the third section, we consider stable Pfister neighbors. These are aniso- 
tropic forms which become anisotropic Pfister neighbors over some field ex- 
tension. In particular, to any given d E tV we will determine the set of k E N 
such that there exists a field F with a stable Pfister neighbor q of dimension d 
such that q embeds over F in some anisotropic k-fold Pfister form, but not in 
any anisotropic Pfister form of degree < k. 
In the fourth section, we derive partial results of that type also for forms 
which are not stable Pfister neighbors. 
In the last section, we give an application of our results concerning the gra- 
ded ring KFF/2 in Milnor K-theory. We consider the kernel of the restriction 
map induced by passing from F to the function field F(q), where q is an aniso- 
tropic form of dimension 2”- ’ < d = dim q I: 2”. As an ideal, this kernel can be 
generated by a system of homogeneous elements. We show that in general this , 
system will necessarily contain elements of degree 5 n + 1 and of degree d - 1. 
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(If we assume recent results of Voevodsky and Orlov-Vishik-Voevodsky, then 
we can actually show that 5 12 is impossible in our example.) This indicates that 
a simple description of this kernel in terms of a system of homogeneous gen- 
erators seems rather unlikely in general. 
For the proofs we need only basic properties of quadratic forms and some 
well-known results concerning the behaviour of quadratic forms under purely 
transcendental extensions, all of which can be found in Lam’s book [Lam], 
most notably Chapter 9. For all undefined notations and terminology, we also 
refer the reader to Lam’s book. The basic reference for the K-theoretic part 
(Section 5) is Milnor’s original article [Mi]. 
I. EMBEDDABILITY OF QUADRATIC FORMS OVER PURELY TRANSCENDENTAL 
FIELD EXTENSIONS 
Theorem 1.1. Let cp be an anisotropic form over F. Then there exists a purely 
transcendental extension L of F offinite degree such that cpr. is embeddable. 
Proof. To begin with, let 7r be any anisotropic Pfister form over F. Let n be a 
common subform of ‘p and 7r of maximal dimension and write cp z n -L cp’ and 
7r E n I n’ for suitable forms cp’ and 7~’ over F. Let s := dim cp’ and r := dim 7r’. 
Ifs = 0 then cp is already a subform of 7r and we are done. 
Sosupposes>O.Let~:=~‘I-cp’.LetK=F(x,,...,x,,y,,...,y,)bethe 
rational function field in the r + s variables xi and yj. Let X = (xi, . . . , x,) and 
Y = (Yi,. . . , ys) so that we have +(X, Y) = n’(X) - cp’( Y). Consider 
(1,4X, Y)) @ KK which is clearly a Pfister form over K and thus either hy- 
perbolic or anisotropic. 
If (1,-+(X, Y)) @ ?rK is hyperbolic then TK %! $(X, Y)~K. Since 7r repre- 
sents 1, it follows that TK represents $(X, Y). By the Third Representation 
Theorem [Lam, Chapter IX, 2.81, there exists a form y over F such that 
7r N II, I y. Since we have also 7r 2 n J_ r’ and $I N 7r’ I -‘p’, we obtain by Witt 
cancellation that n E -‘p’ I y and thus ‘p E -‘p’ _L y I (p’, which implies that 
cp is isotropic as s = dim ‘p’ > 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore, (1, -$(X, Y)) @ TK is anisotropic. For the Witt index of K -!_ -cp 
we have by definition of n that iw(7r l- -p) = dim n. We now show that, over K, 
iw((l, -$(X1 Y)) @ TK I -pK) > dimn, i.e. the anisotropic forms VK and 
(1, -$(X, Y)) 18 ?rK E PK have a subform of dimension > dimn in common. 
Once this is shown, it becomes obvious that by repeating this procedure we will 
eventually reach a purely transcendental extension L/F of finite degree over 
which there exists an anisotropic Pfister form p such that iw(p I -(PL) 
> dim (p, which in turn readily implies that ‘pi is a subform of p, and the theo- 
rem follows. 
Now 
and it clearly suffices to show that nf( I -$(X, Y)~K I -& is isotropic. But 
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over K, n$ represents r’(X), -& represents -cp’( Y), and -$(X, Y)XK 
represents -$(X, Y) = -x’(X) + cp’( Y) because ?r represents 1. Hence, 
7rk I --4(X, Y)n, I -cpf: is isotropic and the theorem follows. q 
If dim cp = n and if we assume, after scaling, that ‘p represents 1, then by start- 
ing with the O-fold Pfister form (1), we see that the above construction yields a 
purely transcendental extension over which p is embeddable into a Pfister form 
of dimension 5 2”-‘. Although the construction as such is quite simple, the 
bound on the dimension of the Pfister form is far from being the best possible in 
the general case. In the following section, we will apply more sophisticated ar- 
guments which will then lead to the best possible bound. 
It should be remarked that A. Vishik [Vi] also proved the above theorem in- 
dependently. His proof is slightly different as his main motivation is to con- 
struct certain ‘generic’ symbols in Milnor K-theory, but he also uses the Third 
Representation Theorem in a way similar to ours. 
2. EMBEDDABILITY INVARIANTS 
Definition 2.1. Let q be an anisotropic form over F and K be a field extension of 
F. We say that q is n-emheddable over K if there exists an anisotropic r E GP,,K 
such that qK c r. 
Let 3(F) be a class of field extensions of F containing F. We will write 3 for 
short if no confusion regarding the base field can arise. If there is no K in 3 
such that q is embeddable over K, we put mr(q) := W. Otherwise, we define 
mr(q) := min{n E N I3K E 3 : q is n-embeddable over K}. 
In this paper, we will consider the following classes of field extensions: 
l 3 = {F}, the class consisting only of the base field F. The corresponding 
invariant will be denoted by m(q) instead of mF(q). 
l 3 = EXT, the class consisting of all field extensions of F. The corre- 
sponding invariant will be denoted by m.,t(q). 
l 3 = 3GS, the class consisting of all finitely generated separable field ex- 
tensions of F. The corresponding invariant will be denoted by m,ks(q). 
l 3 = PTR, the class consisting of all finitely generated purely transcen- 
dental field extensions of F. The corresponding invariant will be denoted by 
Q,(q). 
Lemma 2.2. Let q be an anisotropicform over F and let K be any field extension of 
F over which q stays anisotropic. Denote by 3(L) and G(L) classes of$eld exten- 
sions of afixed basefield L with 3(L) c 6(L). Then thefollowing holds. 
(i> m&q) 2 me(F)(q). In P articular, m(q) > mpl,(q) 2 mjk.44) > m&q). 
(ii) Suppose that 3(K) c 3(F). Then mF-(K)(qK) > mFcF)(q). 
(iii) If K/F is purely transcendental, then m(qK) 5 m(q), m,,,,(qK) = m,,,(q), 
meul(qK) = mesr(q), andmfg,(qK) = mfg.4q). 
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Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious. 
(iii) If m(q) fi t 1s ni e and rr E GPF is anisotropic such that q c TT, then KK is 
anisotropic as K/F is purely transcendental, and qK C rK. This implies 
m(qK) 5 m(q). The fact that m,,,(qK) = mprr(q) is trivial. To prove the last two 
equalities, we may clearly assume that m,,t(q) (resp. mfgs(q)) = n < 00. Let L 
be a (finitely generated separable) field extension of F such that there exists an 
anisotropic rr E GP,,L with qL c n. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that K = F(T) where L(T) is a purely transcendental field extension of L with 
transcendence basis T. In particular, am is anisotropic. Now qLCT) c YT~(~) 
together with (ii) (and the fact that L(T) is again finitely generated separable 
over K if L/F is finitely generated and separable) immediately yields the de- 
sired equalities. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let n be an integer > 0 and let q be an anisotropic form over F with 
2”+’ <dimq12n+1.Thenn+1 >m:=m,,,(q) >n. 
Furthermore, there exists a tower F c L c K and some n E GP,,,L such that 
L/F is$nitely generated purely transcendental, K/L isJinite separable algebraic. 
TK is anisotropic and qK C n/TK. In particular, nzfRs(q) = m,.lt(q). 
Proof. It is clear that merr(q) 2 n. The fact that n + 1 > m,,,(q) (which in fact 
implies equality if dim q = 2” + 1) follows from [Ho, Theorem 21. It remains to 
establish the existence of L, K and rr with the properties stated in the lemma. 
This automatically implies that mrxt(q) = mfg,(q). 
We may assume that q represents 1, so that if qE c $ for some field extension 
E/F and some $ E GP,E, we in fact have I/J E P,,,E. 
So let E/F be any field extension such that there exist an anisotropic 
$J E P,E, m = m,,,(q), and a form 7 over E with $ E qE I T. Let us fix a 
diagonalization of q over F and a;, bj E E’ such that $J E ((al,. . ,a,,)), 
T z (b,;.. , b,) where r = 2” - dim q. Let S c E be the finite set consisting of 
the a,‘s, hjs, and the coefficients which appear in the transformation matrix 
associated to the above isometry with respect to the chosen diagonalizations. It 
is obvious that $, T, and the isometry are already defined over F(S), with IJ 
being defined by some form in P,,,F(S). Thus, by replacing E by F(S), we may 
assume that E is already finitely generated over F. 
Let T, : . f , T,, be independent variables over E, M = F(T,, . , T,), 
x := ((Tl,..., Tm)) E P,,M, and N = E(T,;.., T,)(m,..., J7’ma,). Ob- 
viously, N/E is purely transcendental, hence $AI is anisotropic. Furthermore, 
$IN E rr,y. In particular, YT,~ is anisotropic and qN c TN. By general field theory, 
one can extend the set { TI . . . 1 T,,} to a transcendence basis of N/F so that we 
get a tower F c A4 c Fr c F, c N such that F,/F is purely transcendental, 
F3/F, is separable algebraic, and N/K is purely inseparable algebraic. 
It is well-known that the map which sends a form (cl,. . . , c,) over F, to the 
form (~1, . . . , c~)~ over the purely inseparable extension N yields a 1 - 1 cor- 
respondence between isometry classes of quadratic forms over F, and N which 
preserves (an)isotropy, subforms, etc., and which is also 1 - 1 between GPF, 
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and GPN. Thus, we may replace N by F, and we can conclude that q is already 
embeddable over F, into a form in P,,,F, which is defined over M (and hence 
over Ft) by the m-fold Pfister form 7r. Note that E/F and therefore also N/F is 
finitely generated. It follows readily that F,/F is finitely generated purely 
transcendental, and F,/F, is finite separable algebraic. We put L = Ft and 
K=F,. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let q be an anisotropic form over F and m := m,,.(q). Then there 
exist a finitely generated purely transcendentaljeld extension E/F and an aniso- 
tropic x E GP,,,, 1 E such that qE C YT. In particular, m,,,(q) 5 mext(q) + 1. 
Proof. After scaling, we may assume that q represents 1. We may also assume 
that dim q 2 4 as forms of dimension < 3 are always Pfister neighbors and there 
is nothing to show. 
By Lemma 2.3, there exist a finitely generated purely transcendental field 
extension L/F, an anisotropic r E P,L, and a finite separable field extension 
K/L such that rK is aniSOtrOpiC and qK C 7~. 
Since K/L is finite separable, there exists, by general field theory, a primitive 
element 0 E L such that K = L(B). Let p(t) E L[t] be the manic irreducible 
polynomial of 8. We will show that E = L(t) and 7r := ((p(t))) @ 7~ E P,,,+ 1 E 
have the desired properties. 
Clearly, E/F is finitely generated purely transcendental. 
Next, we show that 7r is anisotropic. Suppose rr FZ (1, -p(t)) ~3 ?-E is isotropic 
and hence hyperbolic. Then p(t) is a similarity factor of r~, and by [Lam, 
Chapter IX, Theorem 3.41 we have that rK is hyperbolic, a contradiction. Thus, 
fl is anisotropic. 
We finally show that qE is a subform of 7r. Since dim q 2 3, L is algebraically 
closed in L(q) (see, e.g., [Kn, Proposition 3.61). Hence, p(t) is also the irre- 
ducible manic polynomial of 0 over L(q). Since qLcB) c ~~~(01, we obviously 
have that rL(,r)(e) is isotropic and hence hyperbolic. By [Lam, Chapter IX, 
Theorem 3.41, it follows this time that ((p(t))) @ TV = T~‘L(~)(~) is hyperbolic. 
With E = L(t) and since L(q)(t) cs E(q) over L, we have that n is anisotropic 
over E and hyperbolic over E(q). By the Cassels-Pfkter subform theorem and 
since q and 7r represent 1, it follows that qE c 7r. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let q be an anisotropic quadratic form over F and E/F be a finitely 
generatedpurely transcendentalfield extension. Suppose that mex,(qs) = m(qE). 
Then m&q) = m(q). 
Proof. By induction, we may assume that E = F(t). We may also assume that q 
represents 1 and dimq 2 3. Let n = m&q). Since mext(qE) = m(qs), it follows 
that m(q) > m(qE) = mext(qE) = mex,(q) = n (cf. Lemma 2.2). It suffices to 
prove that m(q) 5 n. 
Since m(qE) = n, and since q represents 1, there exists an anisotropic 7~ E P,,E 
such that qe c K. As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 2.4, any irreducible 
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polynomial over F stays irreducible over F(q). Let K = F(q)(t). We then obtain 
the following commutative diagram, where the direct sums range over all 
manic irreducible polynomials p E F[t] (notations as in [Lam, p. 265 ff.] resp. 
[Mi, p. 335 and Lemma 5.71): 
By [Mi, Lemma 5.71, the upper row in this diagram is an exact sequence. 
Let p E F[t] be a manic irreducible polynomial. Since x E P,,E, there exists 
rrp E GP,_,Ep such that a,(~) = 7rp in WE,. Then (T~TTP)~ = dp(r)Fp = 
I, = a,(O) = 0 in WXp as TK = 0. If ~~ is anisotropic, it folfows from the 
Cassels-Pfister subform theorem and from the fact that Kp = Ep(q) (recall that 
F is algebraically closed in F(q)!), that qE, is similar to a subform of the aniso- 
tropic form 7rp E GP,, _ lEp. Then meXt(q) I n - 1, a contradiction. 
Therefore a,(r) = rrp = 0 for all manic irreducible polynomials p E F[t]. 
Hence 7r E ker(1”E -+ ep I”- ‘Ep) = im (1°F + Z”F(t)). Thus, rr as an element 
in I”E is defined over F by a form r E i”F. Using well-known properties of 
purely transcendental extensions applied to E = F(t), one concludes readily 
that there exists a form r E P,,F such that YT g 7~ E P,,E, and qE c 7r implies 
that we have q c T. Hence m(q) 5 n. 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let q be an anisotropic form over F with 2”- ’ < dim q < 2”. Then 
mpdq) = min{m(q),m,,,(q) + 1) E {n, n + 1,n + 2). 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we have m,,,(q) E {mp,,(q),m,,,(q) + 1) 
c {n,n+ l,n+2}. 
Suppose first that m,,,(q) = m&q). By definition of m,,,(q) and m(q), there 
exists a finitely generated purely transcendental extension K/F such that 
m(qK) = m,,,(O). By Lemma 2.2, m&q) = mext(qK). All this together implies 
m(qK) = mex,(qK) and thus, by Lemma 2.5, m(q) = m&q). Hence. 
mpt,(q) = mesr(4) = m(q) = min{m(q), m,,,(s) + 1). 
If m,,,(q) = m,,(q) + 1, then again mp,,(q) = min{m(q),m,,,(q) + 1) be- 
cause we always have m(q) 2 m,,,(q). 0 
The above theorem shows how mpr, depends on m and mexf, and we also know 
that for anisotropic q with 2”-’ < dimq 5 2” we have mexr(q) E {n, n + l}, 
where m exl(q) = n > 1 if 2”-’ + 1 = dimq. One would naturally also like to 
have more precise information about m(q). We have the following. 
Proposition 2.7. Let q = qo I p be an anisotropic form such that qo is a 
Pfister neighbor. If r E GPF is anisotropic with q c n, then there exists 
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s 5 m(qo) + dimp and u E GP,F such that q c u c T. In particular, if m(q) is 
finite then m(qa) < m(q) I m(qo) + dim ct. 
Proof. Throughout, we may assume that qo represents 1. We use induction on 
dimp. If dimp = 0, then q = q() is a Pfister neighbor of some anisotropic 
g E P,,(,,F. Let rr E GPF be anisotropic with q c ?r. Note that q c o and 
r E PF as all three forms represent 1. Since q becomes isotropic over F(a), it 
follows that rr becomes hyperbolic over F(g). The Cassels-Pfister subform 
theorem implies q c o c r. 
So let us now assume that r = dim I_L 2 1, and write q z qo I (al,. , a,). 
Suppose there exists an anisotropic Pfister form x such that q c T (recall that q 
represents l!). Note that ql := qo -L (~11,. . , a,_ 1) c r. By induction hypoth- 
esis, there exists r E P,F such that q1 c T c T for some f 5 m(qo) + (r - 1). 
Writerzqt -Lrt and7r%r7r,,sothat 
By Witt cancellation, we have that U, = u + u where u (resp. V) is represented by 
rl (resp. “1). If v = 0 we have that q c T and we can put c = 7. If u # 0, then 
q c T I (u) c T, and since r _L (u) is a Pfister neighbor of r @ ((-w)), it follows 
from [EL, Theorem 2.71 that r @ ((-v)) c n. With (T = r @ ((-v)}, we now get 
q c o c T and (T E P,+ 1 F with t + 1 5 m(qo) + r as desired. 0 
Remark 2.8. In the previous proposition, one can always take for qo any 
l-dimensional subform of q so that m(q0) = 0, and in this way we get 
m(q) 5 dim q - 1, an inequality which is essentially due to Knebusch and which 
has been ‘rediscovered’ (stated somewhat differently) by Ahmad and Ohm in 
[AO, Theorem 2.41. The proof of our slightly more general statement given 
above is based on the proof of Knebusch’s result which can be found in [Fi3, 
Lemma 2.11. 
For forms of small dimension; we can give more explicit information as for the 
possible values of m, m,,, (and thus also of m,,,). We collect it in the following 
proposition, omitting the trivial cases where q is a Pfister neighbor, in parti- 
cular the cases where dim q I 3. 
Proposition 2.9. Let q be an anisotropic ji)rm over F which is not a PJster neigh- 
bor. 
(i) dimq = 4: then m(q) E (3, w}, mrrr(q) = 2, andm,,,,.(q) = 3. 
(ii) dimq = 5: then m(q) E (4, w}. me.uf(q) = 3, andm,,,,(q) = 4. 
(iii) dimq = 6,7, or 8: then m(q) E (4,. ,dimq - 1, cc}. m,,,(q) E {3,4}, 
andm,,,(q) E {4,5}. Vq contains a subform in GP?F, then m(q) # dimq - 1 (in 
the case dim q = 6 this implies that m(q) E (4, K}). 
Furthermore, 
l m,,t(q) = 3 !ff q does not contuin an Albert form as a s&form. In this 
case m,,,,.(q) = 4. (An A fbert,form over F is ciform of dimension 6 in 12F.) 
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l mer,(q) = 4 ifi q contains an Albert form as a subform. In this case 
n+(q) = 4 or 5 depending on whether m(q) = 4 or L 5. 
(iv) dim q = 9: m(q) E {5,6,7,8, CCI}. m&q) = 4, a&m,,,(q) = 5. 
Proof. It suffices to verify the statements for m(q) and me,,(q). The results 
about mplr(q) then follow from Theorem 2.6. In Remark 2.8, we showed that 
m(q) < dim q - 1 if m(q) is finite. 
(i) Suppose that dimq = 4. Let d = d+q be the signed discriminant of q, 
which is not a square as q+! GP2F. It is well-known (and easy to show) that 
qF(\/;j) E GM.(a) is anisotropic. This yields mevr(q) = 2. 
(ii), (iv) If dim q = 5 (resp. dim q = 9) then m,,,(q) = 3 (resp. 4) follows from 
Lemma 2.3, and it is clear that m(q) > 4 (resp. m(q) > 5) as we assumed q not to 
be a Pfister neighbor. 
(iii) If 6 < dimq 5 8, then it was shown in [Lag, Corollary 21 that me.rt(q) = 3 
iff q does not contain an Albert form as subform. For these dimensions, it is 
also clear that m(q) 2 4. 
If q contains a subform in GP2F, then we can write q in the form q = go _L p 
where go is a 5-dimensional Pfister neighbor. Proposition 2.7 shows that either 
m(q) = CC or m(q) I m(qo) + dimp = 3 + (dimq - 5) = dimq - 2. In both 
cases, we have m(q) # dim q - 1. q 
Remark 2.10. If dimq 2 6 then the results of Fitzgerald ([Fi2]) show that 
m(q) = 03 if and only if W(F(q),/F) = 0. In other words, m(q) is finite iff q is 
conservative. 
Example 2.11. In general, if K/F is an extension such that qK is anisotropic, 
then it is possible that m,,,(qK) > mplr(q) and melr(q’k-) > mCl,(q) provided K/F 
is not purely transcendental (cf. Lemma 2.2). 
Let F = Q((t)) and consider q = (1, 1,l. 2) I t( 1, -3). It follows from 
Springer’s theorem [Lam, Chapter VI, 5 1] that q is anisotropic and dpes not 
contain a subform similar to (1, -6). In particular, for K = F(d) = L((t)) with 
L = a(&), we have that qK is anisotropic by [Lam, Chapter VII, Lemma 3.11. 
Furthermore, qK E Z2K as d&q = 6 E F*/F*“, i.e. qK is an Albert form. It fol- 
lows from Proposition 2.9 that mrv,(q) = 3 < 4 = me.,-,(qK), m&q) = 4 and 
~Q(9K) E (4.5). 
Suppose m,,,(qK) = 4. Then by Theorem 2.6, m(qK) = 4 and there exists an 
anisotropic 7r E GPdK such that qK c T. Now K is formally real and qK is to- 
tally indefinite (it contains the subform t(1, -3) which has total signature zero). 
Hence, necessarily 7r must also be totally indefinite. Since Pfister forms are ei- 
ther definite or have signature zero with respect to any given ordering, it follows 
that K has total signature zero, i.e. x is a torsion form by Pfister’s local-global 
principle (see, e.g., [Lam, Chapter VIII, Theorem 4.11). Since L is a global field, 
I’L is torsion free, thus Z4K is torsion free, again by Springer’s theorem. Hence, 
7r is hyperbolic, a contradiction. We conclude that m,,,,(qK) = 5 > 4 = I,,,,.. 
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Remark 2.12. The following has been pointed out by Bruno Kahn. Let F be a 
field of cohomological dimension 5 3. Then there are no anisotropic 4-fold 
Pfister forms over F, and if q is an anisotropic Albert form over F, this implies 
that there do not exist purely transcendental extensions of F over which q be- 
comes 4-embeddable. 
3. STABLE PFISTER NEIGHBORS 
Definition 3.1 Let q be an anisotropic form over a field F and let n be the integer 
for which 2”- ’ < dim q 5 2”. We say that q is stably a Pfister neighbor or that q 
is a stable PJister neighbor if m,,r(q) = n. We say that q is nonstably a Pfister 
neighbor or that q is a nonstable P3ster neighbor if mext(q) = n + 1. 
Let q be any form over any field F. If K is a field over which q attains the max- 
imal possible Witt index (i.e. the anisotropic part of qK is of dimension < l), 
then qK is a Pfister neighbor of a hyperbolic Phster form. The terminology 
‘stable/nonstable’ refers to whether it is possible not only to find an extension 
over which an anisotropic q becomes a Pfister neighbor, but over which q also 
stays anisotropic. 
Remark 3.2. Let q be an anisotropic form over F of dimension 2”-’ + r, 
1 < r < 2”- ‘. It was shown in [Ho, Corollary I] that the Witt index iW(qFcq)) of 
q over its own function field F(q) is 2 r. If it is equal to r, we also say that q has 
maximal splitting. Note that q has always maximal splitting if r = 1 or if q is a 
Pfister neighbor. It was shown in [Ho, Corollary 3 (i)] that if q as above has 
maximal splitting, then q is stably a Pfister neighbor. 
The proof of the following observations is an easy application of the definitions 
and Theorem 2.6. We leave the details to the reader. 
Proposition 3.3. Let q be an anisotropic form over F with 2”- ’ < dim q < 2”. 
(i) q is a Pjster neighbor i#mplr(q) = n @m(q) = n 
(ii) q is not a P$ster neighbor but stably a Pfister neighbor ifs mr,r(q) = 
me,,(q) + 1 = n + 1. 
(iii) q is not stably a Pfister neighbor i@meXr(q) = n + 1. 
In particular, suppose that q has maximal splitting. Then m(q) = m,,,(q) = 
m,,,(q) = n iff q is a Pfister neighbor, and otherwise m&q) = n and 
m(q) 2 m,,,(q) = n + 1. 
Corollary 3.4. Let q be an anisotropic form over a formally realfield F such that 
2”-’ < dimq 5 2”, such that q is not a PJister neighbor, and such that q is definite 
with respect to some ordering a: of F. Then q is stably a Pfister neighbor and 
m&q) = m&q) + 1 = n + 1. 
Proof. We may assume that q is positive definite at the ordering Q. Let K = F, 
be a real closure of F with respect to cy. Then qK E (1, . . , 1) is a subform of 
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(( - 1, . . , - 1)) E P,,K. Hence, q is stably a Pfister neighbor, and since it is not a 
Pfister neighbor by assumption, m,,,(q) = m&q) + 1 = n + I by the previous 
proposition. Cl 
Definition 3.5. Let d be a positive integer. We define 
M(d) = {ml th ere exist a field F and an anisotropic form q 
over F, dimq = d, such that m(q) = m}. 
Note that M(d) can contain positive integers as well as CO as possible values. 
Theorem 3.6. Let d be a positive integer and n be such that 2”- ’ < d < 2”. Then 
n 5 d - 1 and 
(i) $1 5 d 5 3 then M(d) = {n} = {d - 1); 
(ii) ifd 2 4, then M(d) = {n, ... ,d - 1) u {m}. 
Moreover, for all m E M(d) there exist ajeld F and an anisotropic d-dimensional 
stable Pfister neighbor q over F such that m(q) = m. 
Remark 3.7. In the above theorem, (i) is clear as forms of dimension 5 3 are 
always Pfister neighbors. It should also be noted that anisotropic 4-dimen- 
sional forms are always stable Pfister neighbors, cf. Proposition 2.9 (i). 
For the proof of this theorem, we need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.8. Let qo be an anisotropic form over F and let q = qo _L (t) over 
E = F((t)). Then thefollowing holds. 
(i) Either m(q) = m(qo) = 00, arm(q) = m(q0) + 1 < co. 
(ii) Zf qo is stably a PJister neighbor, then so is q. Inparticular, if dim qo is not a 
2-power, then m,,,(q) = mext(qO). 
Proof. (i) Let mo = m(qo) and m = m(q). If mo < CO, let rr E GP%F be aniso- 
tropic such that qo c T. Then q c TT 18 ((-at)) E GP,,,, E for any a E F* rep- 
resented by qo. By Springer’s theorem, rr @ ((-at)) is anisotropic. Hence 
mImo+l<oo. 
If m < CO, let 7 E GP,,,E be such that q c T. It follows again readily from 
Springer’s theorem that 7 z 7r 1 atx for some rr E GP,,_ IF, that qo c n, and 
that 1 is represented by an over F. In particular, mo 5 m - 1 < 00. 
The above shows that either both m and mo are infinite, or both are finite and 
m=mo+l. 
(ii) Clearly, m ex, qo _ mext(q), and if dimqo is a 2-power, then q is stably a ( ) < 
Pfister neighbor by Lemma 2.3 (independently of qo being stably a Pfister 
neighbor or not). Thus, we may assume that 2”-’ < dimqa < 2” for some 
integer n. Then, again by Lemma 2.3, we have meXr(qo), meX,(q) E (n, n + I}, 
and it suffices to show that if mexr(qo) = n then mext(q) = n. 
So let qo be stably a Pfister neighbor. Then there exists a field extension K/F 
and an anisotropic 7r E GP,K such that (qo)K c 7~. We may assume K to be lin- 
early disjoint from E = F((t)) over F, so that K((t)) is a power series field in the 
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same variable f over K. Since dimqo < 2”, there exists an a E K’ such that 
(qo)K I (u) c YT. Let L = K((t))(fi). S’ mce rr is defined over K and anisotropic, 
and since L/K is again a complete field with residue field K, it follows that rrL is 
anisotropic. Also, (Q)~ z (t)[. and thus qL c 7rf_, which shows that q is stably a 
Pfister neighbor. q 
A repeated application of the previous lemma yields 
Corollary 3.9 (cf. Proposition 2.7). Let F be afield with un anisotropic Pfister 
neighbor qo. Let E = F((tl)) . . . ((tr)) and p, = (tl, ~ t,). Let q = (qo)E I p. Then 
q is stably a Qister neighbor and m(q) = m(qo) + dim p. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 (ii). Let d > 4 and n be positive integers such that 
2”-’ < d < 2n. By Remark 2.8, it is clear that M(d) c {n, . . , d - 1) U {MI}. 
Let F be any field with an anisotropic n-fold Phster form. Any d-dimensional 
Phster neighbor q of this Pfister form will have m(q) = n. Thus, n E M(d). To show 
that {n, , d - 1) c M(d) and that these values can be realized by stable Pfister 
neighbors, we use induction on d and note that this is true for d = 3 by part (i). 
So let d > 4. By what was mentioned above, it suffices to show that the values 
{n-t l;..,d- 1) can be realized by stable Pfister neighbors. Note that d 2 4 
and 2”-’ < d < 2” implies n < d - 2. By induction hypothesis, all the values 
k E {n, , d - 2) can be realized as values m(qk) of stable Pfister neighbors qi 
of dimension d - 1 over suitable fields Fk. By passing to the forms 
qk = 4; _ , I (t) Over Fk - 1 ((t)) and applying Lemma 3.8 we conclude that the 
values k E {n + 1,. . , d - l} are realized by the d-dimensional stable Pfister 
neighbors qk. 
To realize the value cc in the case d > 4, let F be any field such that the tor- 
sion part of I”F is 0 and such that there exists an anisotropic 4-dimensional 
form ‘p over F such that dip # 1 E F*/F*’ (i.e. p $6 GPzF) and such that cp is 
torsion in WF. Since Pfister forms over F containing a subform similar to 
‘p will be torsion as cp is torsion, and in 13F as ‘p +! GPzF, they will be hyper- 
bolic. This implies that m(p) = cc. Furthermore, cp is stably a Pfister neigh- 
bor by Proposition 2.9 (i). For d > 5, let q = cp I (fl, , td-4) over E = 
F((tl)) . ((td-4)). By Lemma 3.8, q is a d-dimensional stable Pfister neighbor 
with m(q) = m. 0 
Remark 3.10. The form ‘p in the last part of the previous proof can, for 
instance, be realized over F = Q. We have that 13Q! is torsion-free. Let 
‘p= (1,1,-7,- 14). This form has signature zero and is therefore torsion. On 
the other hand, by passing to Q7 one checks readily that cp is anisotropic. Also, 
d*cp = 2 6 Q**. Hence, we have m(p) = 00. 
4. NONSTABLE PFISTER NEIGHBORS 
Having determined all values m(q) which can be realized by stable Pfister 
neighbors q in a given dimension over suitable fields, the natural question to 
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ask is which values can be realized by nonstable Pfister neighbors. This prob- 
lem seems to be more difficult as we lack nice general criteria by which one 
could decide whether a form is a nonstable Pfister neighbor or not. In the se- 
quel, we will prove some partial results. 
Definition 4.1. Let d be a positive integer. We define 
M,,(d) = {m 1 there exist a field F and an anisotropic form q 
over F, dim q = d, such that q is a nonstable 
Pfister neighbor and m(q) = m}. 
The following lemma is rather trivial (the first part of it having been mentioned 
in Remarks 3.2 and 3.7). 
Lemma 4.2. (i) If d 5 5 or if d is of the form 2” + 1 ,for some n > 0, then 
M,,(d) = 0. 
(ii) Let n > 2 and 2n + 2 5 d 5 2n+‘. Then M,,y(d) c {n + 2,. . . , d - 1, cm}. 
The obvious question is whether one has equality in part (ii). 
Another trivial but quite useful observation is the following. 
Lemma 4.3. Let qo c q be anisotropic ,forms over F with 2” + 2 < dimqo 5 
dimq 5 2”+’ ,for some n 2 2. If qo is a nonstable PJister neighbor. then q is a 
nonstable PJister neighbor. 
Lemma 4.4. Let n, d, and do be integers such that 2” + 2 5 do < d I 2”+ ‘. Then 
,for$nite m E M,,V(do) und s E (0, 1, . . , d - do}, we have m + s E Mns(d). More- 
over M&do) c M,.$(d). 
Proof. Since m E M,.,(do), there exists a do-dimensional nonstable Pfister 
neighbor qo over a suitable field F such that m = m(qo). Let 7r E GP,,,F be an 
anisotropic form such that qo c 7r. Since do 5 d - s 5 2”+’ 5 2”, there exists 
a (d - .y)-dimensional form qh such that qo c qh c TT. Since m = m(qo) < 
m(qA) < m(n) = m, we have m(qk) = m. Now let E = F((tl)) ... ((&)) and 
4 = (& 1 (tl,. . , ts). Lemma 3.8 (i) shows that m(q) = m(qA) f s = m + s. 
By Lemma 4.3, q is a nonstable Pfister neighbor. Since dim q = d, it follows that 
m + s E M,,y(d). Setting s = 0, we get m E M,,y(d). If m = CC E M,,y(do), then 
Lemmas 3.8 (i) and 4.3 show that m = co E Mns(d). q 
Corollary 4.5. Let n, d, and do be integers such that 2” + 2 5 do < d 5 2n+‘. 
Let s<r be such that {s,s+l,..., r,~}~M,,,(d~io). Then {~,s+l~...,r+ 
d - do, CCI} c k&(d). 
Some of our constructions will be based on the following result (cf. [Ho, Prop- 
osition 11). 
Lemma 4.6. Let n 2 2 be an integer, cp zs (1) I ‘p’ E P,,F and 4 S (1) I $’ E 
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P2F be anisotropic such that cp’ I -$I is anisotropic. Then cp’ I ++!I’ is not stably 
a Pfister neighbor, i.e. m&(p’ I -I,//) = n + 2. In particular, M,,,(2” + 2) # 0. 
It seems worth noting the following immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.3 
and 4.6. 
Corollary 4.7. Let d > 0 be an integer. Then there exists a$eld F with an aniso- 
tropicform of dimension d which is not stably a Pjister neighbor ifand only ifthere 
exists an integer n > 2 such that 2” + 2 5 d 5 2”+ ‘. 
Proposition 4.8. Let n 2 2 and d be integers with 2” + 2 < d 5 2”+ ‘. Then 
{n + 2, n + 3, CCJ} C {n + 2,. ,n+d-2”+ l,cc} c M,,<(d). 
Proof. Corollary 4.5 shows that it suffices to verify that {n + 2,n + 3, W} c 
M,,,(dO) where do = 2” + 2. Let F be a field with an anisotropic Pfister form 
cp % (1) I ‘p’ E P,F. Let E = F((x))((y)) and $ = ((x,y)) = (1) I (-x, -y,x,v) = 
(1) I $‘. Consider now the (2” + 2)-dimensional form 
q = cp’ I -7/Y = cp’ _L (x, y, -xy). 
By Springer’s theorem, q is clearly anisotropic. By Lemma 4.6, q is is not stably 
a Pfister neighbor. 
Now suppose that there exists some anisotropic form 7r E GPE such that 
q c 7r. Then cp’ c rr. Since n becomes isotropic and hence hyperbolic over 
E(cp’), K becomes hyperbolic over E(p) as ‘p’ is a Pfister neighbor of the Pfister 
form cp, Let a E E* be any element represented by cp’ and thus by ‘p and 7r. By the 
Cassels-Pfister subform theorem, ap c a7r and thus cp c TT, so that we can write 
7r % cp _L y for some form y over E. (Note that x represents 1 as cp does, so in fact 
n E PE.) Now r represents x because q does, but cp does not represent x, and 
Springer’s theorem yields that necessarily x is represented by 7, so that 
cp _L (x) c 7r. By a similar reasoning as before, cp @ (1, x) c YT as cp I (x) is a 
Pfister neighbor of cp 8 (1, x) E P,, + I E. Repeating this once more for y, one gets 
that cp 8 (1, x, y, xy) c T. Note that ‘p @ (1, x, y, xy) is certainly anisotropic. 
This shows that m(q) > n + 2. Let us consider three cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that cp represents -1. Then it follows readily that 
q c cp @ (1, x, y, xy). Hence, m(q) = n + 2. An example of this type is given by 
F = C(x,;.. ,xn), the rational function field in n variables over the complex 
numbers, and cp = ((xi, . . , x,)). 
Case 2. Suppose that cp does not represent - 1. Then q < cp @ (1, x, y, xy) and 
it follows that m(q) > n + 3. If there exists an a E F* such that ‘p @ ((a)) is ani- 
sotropic and represents - 1, then m(q) = n + 3 as q c cp @ ((a)) c$ (1, x, y, xy). 
This situation is realized over Q(xi, . . ,xn_l) for ‘p= ((3,xi,...,x,_i)) and 
a= -1. 
Case 3. Suppose that there does not exist an anisotropic form F over F rep- 
resenting -1 and containing cp as a subform. Then xycp c 7r and (-xy) c T 
together with Springer’s theorem yield a contradiction, so in this case 
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m(q) = 00. An example where this happens is provided by F = R and 
cp= ((-l,... -1)). cl > 
Remark 4.9. (i) A slight modification of this construction can be used to show 
that the converse of Lemma 4.3 is generally false. In fact, let F be a field with an 
anisotropic y=(l)Icp’~P,,F, nL2, and let p=(l)ip’ccp, dimp=3. 
Consider q = cp’ J_ xp I (y, -xy). Then dimq = 2” + 4 and q is not stably a 
Pfister neighbor since it contains the nonstable Pfister neighbor cp’ I -((x, v))‘. 
On the other hand, q contains the subform ‘p’ I xp which is in fact a Pfister 
neighborofcpg (1,x) E P,+l F((x))((y)) of dimension 2” + 2. 
(ii) In the second case of the above proof, where cp does not represent - 1, the 
existence of an a as in the proof can always be shown provided cp is a torsion 
form. For in that case, let k be maximal such that ak @ cp is anisotropic for 
Uk = (( - 1, . . . , - 1)) E PkF (such a k exists as cp is torsion). One has k > 2 as by 
assumption the Pfister neighbor ‘p I (1) of cp @ ul is anisotropic. We have that 
flk+ I 6~ cp is then isotropic and hence hyperbolic. Thus, its Pfister neighbor 
ok @ cp I (1) is isotropic and there exist xi E F, 1 5 i 5 2k, represented by cp, 
such that -1 = C?l 1 x;. Let u = cff 2 xi. Then ‘p _L (u) represents - 1 and is 
anisotropic as it is a subform of Uk @ cp. Hence cp @ (1, u) E P,,+ 1 F is aniso- 
tropic and represents - 1. 
For some d, we were able to prove that equality holds in Lemma 4.2. We will 
make use of the following criterion. 
Lemma 4.10. Let n 2 m 2 2 be integers. Let q be an anisotropicform over F such 
thatq~ImFand2”+‘>dimq>2”+’ - 2”, then q is a nonstable jister neigh- 
bor. 
Proof. Suppose q a stable Pfister neighbor. Then there exist a field extension 
E/F, an anisotropic form rr E GP,,, I E and a form y over E such that 
qE I y g K. We have that y is anisotropic, 0 < dim y < 2m, and y E ZmE as 
qE E imE, but this contradicts the Arason-Pfister Hauptsatz. Hence q is a 
nonstable Pfister neighbor. q 
Proposition 4.11. Let n 2 2 and d be integers such that 2”+’ - 2 5 d 5 2”+‘. 
Then M,,(d) = {n + 2,. . , d - 1, CXJ}. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.5, it suffices to consider the case d = 2”+ 1 - 2. Let 
1 <e<2”,letm>Obesuchthat2”-’ <e<2m,letr=2”+‘-3-e. 
Let F be a field with an anisotropic cp E P,F which does not represent - 1 but 
such that there exists an a E F* such that ‘p @ (( a IS anisotropic and represents )) . 
- 1 (see the proof of Proposition 4.8 and Remark 4.9). Let p be a subform of cp of 
dimension e. Note that p is a Pfister neighbor of cp. Let b = det p. 
Let now E = F((xI)) . ((x,)) and put q = p I (XI,. . . , xr, -bxIxz . . . x,). 
Clearly, q is anisotropic. Furthermore, dimq = 2”+’ - 2 and det q = -1, in 
particular q E Z*E. By Lemma 4.10, q is a nonstable Pfister neighbor. We also 
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note that b = det p is represented by cp as ‘p is multiplicative and p c ‘p. Since - 1 
and b are represented by cp @ ((a)) which is also multiplicative, we have that -b 
is represented by cp c% ((u)). 
One verifies now readily that the form rr = cp CC (1, xl) ~8 . . (1, x,) @ ((a)) is 
anisotropic and that q c n. In particular, m(q) _< m + r + 1. A reasoning simi- 
lar to that in the proof of Proposition 4.8 (in particular case 2 in that proof) 
showsthatm(q) =m+v+l =2”+‘-2+m-e. 
For e = 1 we have m = 0 and thus m(q) = (2n+ ’ - 2) - 1. As e increases by 1, 
m stays the same or increases also by 1, so that m(q) decreases at most by 1. For 
e=2n,wehavem=nandm(q)=(2”+‘-2)+n-2”. 
As a consequence, we see that for d = 2”+ ’ - 2, we can realize each value in 
{dfn-2”;..,d- 1} as m(q) of a nonstable Pfister neighbor q of dimension d 
over a suitable field. We already know by Proposition 4.8 that all values in 
{n+2;..,d+n-2”+1, } CC can be realized. This completes the proof. 0 
Question 4.12, What is the set M,,Y(d) for 2” + 2 5 d 5 2”+ ’ - 3, n > 3? 
We were able to obtain values other than those in Proposition 4.8 for certain d 
with2n+2<d<2nf’ - 3, n > 3. But we do not know whether the list of va- 
lues obtained for such d is complete or not (cf. also the list of values which 
cannot be ruled out, Lemma 4.2 (ii)). We refrain from giving the rather techni- 
cal details of these constructions. 
5. AN APPLICATION TO MILNOR’S K-GROUPS 
Let KnMF denote the Milnor K-group of a field F in degree n, let k,F be the 
quotient group K/F,f2KfF, and denote the graded ring @Es k;(F) by k,(F). 
Recall that as an associative ring with unit, k,F is generated by symbols {a}, 
a E F* subject to the defining relations {ab} = {u} + {b}, {u}{ 1 - u} = 0 for all 
a E F’, a # 1, and 2(u) = {u} + {a} = 0. An element of type {ui}{u~} . {a,} 
will be called a symbol (of degree n), and we will write {al,. . , a,} for short. 
Let L/F be a field extension. Since the natural map k,(F) 4 k,(L) is a gra- 
ded ring homomorphism, its kernel is a homogeneous ideal of k,(F). We will 
denote this kernel by k,(L/F) an d use the notation k,,(L/F) to denote the ker- 
nel of the natural group homomorphism k,(F) -+ k,(L). By a system of gen- 
erators of a homogeneous ideal in k,(F) we always mean a system of generators 
consisting of homogeneous elements. 
As a general reference for any undefined terminology we might use and for 
some basic results, we refer to [Mi]. 
In this section, we want to look at the kernel of the homomorphism 
k,(F) + k,(F(q)) where q is a quadratic form over F and F is of characteristic 
# 2. It has been conjectured that this kernel can be generated by symbols (cf. 
[Vi]). Another question one can ask is the foilowing: Suppose one has a system 
of homogeneous generators of this kernel, what can one say about the degrees 
of these generators? The following theorem shows that a simple answer to this 
question seems highly unlikely. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let d > 3 and n be such that 2”-’ < d < 2”. Then there exists a 
field E and a d-dimensionalform q over E such that each system of homogeneous 
generators of the ideal 
kdE(dlE) = ker[k@) + U%d)] 
in the ring k,(E) contains at least one element of degree 5 n + 1 and at least one 
element of degree d - 1. 
For the proof, we need the following. 
Lemma 5.2. Let FO be a field of characteristic # 2 and let q = (1. - tl , . . , -t,.) 
over F = Fo(( tl )) . ((t,.)). Then the following holds. 
(i) If’i < r then k;(F(q)/F) = 0. Ifi > r then 
k;(F(q)/F) = {tl,. . . , tr} . k;-,(F). 
In other words, k,(F(q)/F) is generated by the element {tl, . . , tY}. 
(ii) Let E/F b e a purely transcendental extension. Then any system of 
homogeneous generators of the ideal k,(E(q)/E) contains at least one element of 
degree r. 
Proof. (i) Since q C ((tl . f . , tr)), the r-fold Pfister form ((tl, . . , tr)) becomes 
hyperbolic over F(q). Hence, {tl, . , tr} E k,(F(q)/F) (cf. [EL, Main Theorem 
3.21). It remains to show that k,(F(q)/F) c { tl,. . . , tr} . k,(F). 
It is well-known that k,(F) is a graded k,(Fo)-module freely generated 
by the elements {t;, ~. . , tik} where 1 I il < . < ik 2 r and k 2 0. Identi- 
fying F(fi) with Fo((tl)) . ((to) . . . ((t,)) w h ere ti = fi, we obviously have 
{t;} k,(F) = k,(F(Jij)/F). Hence, 
{t,: ... , tr} k,(F) = h {t;} k,(F) = ij k,(F(&)/F). 
i=l i=l 
Since qF(fili;) is isotropic (i = 1,. . . , r), we have that F(fi)(q)/F(fi) is 
purely transcendental, which implies that k,(F(q)/F) c k,(F(&)/F) for all 
i= l;..,r.Hencek,(F(q)/F) c {t,;..,t,}.k,(F). 
(ii) If E = F, then (ii) is obvious in view of(i). To prove (ii) in the general case, 
it suffices to notice that there exists a specialization homomorphism of graded 
rings # : k,(E) + k,(F), which maps the ideal k,(E(q)/E) onto the ideal 
k,(F(q)/F). (If E = F(x) is the rational function field in one variable, this spe- 
cialization homomorphism is essentially the homomorphism defined in [Mi. 
Lemma 2.21 for the prime element x. For E = F(xl , . , xnl), this homomorph- 
ism is obtained simply by composition of specialization homomorphisms of 
that type.) 
In fact, suppose there exists a system of homogeneous generators of 
k,(E(q)/E) which are all of degree # r. Since homogeneous elements in 
k,(F(q)/F) are all of degree 2 r by (i), all generators of degree < r map to zero 
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under +. The other generators of degree > Y map to elements of degree > r, thus 
the homogeneous elements in the image would all be of degree > Y, a contra- 
diction because {ti , . . , tr} is of degree r and in the image of + 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let r = d - 1 and let q and F be as in Lemma 5.2. By 
Corollary 3.9, we have m(q) = d - 1 and mex,(q) = n. Since d > 3, we have 
d 2 n + 2. Hence m&q) = min{m(q), m,,,(q) + 1) = min{d - 1,n + 1} = 
n + 1. This means that there exists a purely transcendental extension E/F and 
an anisotropic form 7r = ((al,. . . , a,+ I)) E P,,+ 1 (E) such that q c n. 
Now rr is anisotropic and hence {al,. . . , a,, + 1) # 0. Since q c T, we have that 
~~(~1 is isotropic. Therefore, {al,. .., a,+ i} E k,,+ I (E(q)/E). Thus, we have 
proved that k,(E(q)/E) contains a nontrivial element of degree n + 1. To com- 
plete the proof it suffices to invoke Lemma 5.2 (ii). •i 
Remark 5.3. (i) Recent results by Voevodsky [Vo] and by Orlov-Vishik-Voe- 
vodsky [OVV] show that the canonical homomorphisms k,F -+ Hft(F, Z/2Z) 
resp. k,F -+ Z"F/I"+ 'F mapping {ai,. . , a,} to the n-fold cup product 
(al;.. ,Gz)=(a1)u...u(G?) resp. to ((al, , a,,)) mod I”+ 1 F are isomorph- 
isms for fields F of characteristic # 2. Thus, we can exchange the functor k, ( . ) 
in the formulation of Theorem 5.1 by the cohomology functor Hi,( . , Z/2Z). 
(ii) Modulo results in [OVV], one can also replace ‘5 n + 1’ in the statement 
of Theorem 5.1 by ‘= n + 1’. Let us give the argument. It was shown in [OVV] 
that if ‘p is a form over a field L and dim cp > 2”- ‘, then ki(L(p)/L) = 0 for all 
i < n - 1. This shows in particular that with the notations as in the theorem 
above, ki(E(q)/E) = 0 f or all i 5 n - 1. Thus, it remains to show that 
k@(q)/E) = 0. 
Now the E from the theorem is a purely transcendental extension of the field 
F in Lemma 5.2, and the form q is also defined as in that lemma. We claim that 
kAE(q)lE) = k#(q)IF). 0 nce we have this, it follows from Lemma 5.2 (i) 
that k,(E(q)/E) = 0. 
By induction on the transcendence degree, it suffices to consider the case 
E = F(t). Using the same notations as in Lemma 2.5 and using the fact that 
F(q)(t) = E(q), we get in a similar way the following commutative diagram 
whose upper row is exact and whose lower row is exact at k,F(q) (see also [Mi, 
Theorem 2.31): 
0 - W’(q) -1, U(q) @2 @ k,-&(q) 
P 
This diagram gives rise to the exact sequence 
0 - k#‘(q)IF) -r, k,(E(q)IE) ‘3 @ k,- I (Ep(q)/Ep). 
P 
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The last term in this sequence is 0 by the result in [OVV] mentioned above. 
Thus, k,(E(q)/E) = kn(F(q)/F) as claimed. 
It should be remarked that the results from [Vo] and [OVV] to which we refer 
above have not yet been published in refereed journals at the time the present 
paper was written. 
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